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Outline of Thesis / / ^6
wChapte r
I ,.hat is uusic as defined by the contributions
of the different nations to the art?
A - 1. iTimitive music and the evolving of
rhythm through :-
a—Vocal music
b—Instruments of music
2. Indo-Chinese music.
a—Hindoo music and the development of scales
b—Chinese music and the development of
intervals
c—Lohammedan music
d—Arabian music
3. Hebrew music and its contribution
—
antiphonal singing and text superiority.
U. Egyptian music and the development of the harp.
5. Greek music and the G-reek scales.
6. European music and the development of
harmony and form in composition.
3 - Development of melody and rhythm.
II The Therapeutic and Prophylactic Powers of lusic.
A - 1. I.usic as a medicine.
a—Primitive superstitions of the medicine
man and the healing power in incantation.
b—Greek conception of music as a moral
and spiritual tonic.
2. Lusic as a social force.
a—European folk songs and their humanizing
and unifying influence.
b~America's contribution, or community
singing as a social, civic, and moral asset.
Ill Case incidents of the prophylactic power of music.
1. Definition of the word prophylactic
2. fc !usic in army life.
3. llusic in hospitals for the insane
4. ilusic in correctional institutions.
(2)
i
3.
Outline of Thesis
Chapter IV The present and future oossibilj ties of the use
of nusic
1. iiecreational
.
2 . Cultural
.
3 . Prophylactic
il
Aristotle, in his "poetics"
,
says, "Tragedy is an imi-
tation of an action which is serious, complete and of a
certain magnitude, in laguage embellished with each kind
of artistic ornament the several kinds being found in
separate parts of the play in the form of action not nar-
rative, through pity and fear effecting the proper purga-
tion of these emotions."
In applying this 'motation to "The Prophylactic
Powers of Lusic," we hold not only the "proper purgation
of the emotions" as a result, but also the proper purga-
tion of the mind and body as well. Shakespeare has well
said:
"The man that hath no music in himself,
Nor is not mov'd with concord of sweet sounds,
Is fit for treason, stratagems, and spoils,
The motions of his spirits are dull as night,
And his affections dark as Erebus,
—
Let no such man be trusted."
—
The man who "hath no music in himself, nor is not
moved with concord of sweet sounds" is not normal. He is
out of harmony with the Universe and its laker; for the
heavens, the earth, and the seas all move in rhythm, have
a harmony, and rive forth sound. These being qualities
which form music, a man without them can be nothing less
than abnormal. Because of this, the poet says he is fit
for treason, stratagems, and spoils. In ether words, he
is capable of these things, and must be met, therefore,
with the same weapons.
A night without lights and the stars of heaven is
indeed dull and uninteresting as well as depressing. To

the man without music, the poet says "the emotions of
his spirits are dull as night" . t/ith such spirits,
how could "his affections" be other than "dark as ^rebus",
and how could "such a man be trusted?" V/hat then is music
that it is able to make of such a disral figure one of
beauty and of light?
c/ -
CHAPTER I.
In answering the question "./hat is music" and where
lies its prophylactic value? we must consider the contri-
bution of primitive music and the evolving of rhythm
through vocal music and instruments of music.
Music is co-eval with the human race . In ail pro-
bability, it precedes spoken language, for music is pri-
marily the expression of emotions, articulate language is
the expression of definite thought. The beginnings of
music are to be found in nature, herself. The howling of
the winds, the humming of insects, the cries of animals,
the songs of birds must be considered as elemental music, inas-
much as they contain the two fundamental elements thereof:
"rhythm" and "tone."
Rhythm is the more or less regular division of time oy
beats or strokes.
Tone is merely a noise which persists at a certain pitch.
In other words, a "noise" is produced by a rapid and irregu-
lar chanee in the rate of vibration of the sounding body,
whereas a "tone" is produced by the steady maintenance of a
certain rate of vibration for a long enough time for the ear
to appreciate its definiteness
.
No tribe of savages has yet oeen discovered that has not
possessed some elemental fragments of music. Lost savage tribes
have their war cries, songs, and dances; their playful or
ceremonious dances; their love or marriage songs; their fun-
eral songs; and, lastly, their mysterious and pantheist ically
religious incantations: prayer songs, appeals to unseen
powers, either diabolical or beneficient, to affect the deliv-
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erance of some person from a dread disease, or to bring
rain, or abundance of game, etc. All these are to be re-
garded as primitive jausic,—music which has hardly as yet
attained the dignity of an art
.
A physiological explanation of its origin claims that
intense emotion acts in a particular manner on the vocal
and respiratory organs thereby causing the person thus af-
fected to emit sounds, either high or low, loud or soft,
according to the kind of emotion with which he is filled. We
oepin with the proposition that "all music is originally vocal"
and "all vocal sounds are reproduced by the ifrency of certain
muscles. These muscles, in common with those of the body at
large, are excited to contraction by pleasurable and pain-
ful feelings." The muscles that move the chest, larynk, and
vocal cords, contract like other muscles in proportion
to the intensity of the feelings; every different contraction
of these muscles, involving as it does a different adjustment
of the vocal organs, causes a change in the sound emitted; it
follows, therefore, that variations of voice are the physiological
results of variations of feeling.
Charles Darwin attempts to explain the existence of
primitive music by considering it as a secondary sexual mani-
festation. He asserts that primitive song was used as a
method of charming the opposite sex, that the first songs were
love songs, and that from these all others were developed.
According to Groese, music arose from the play instinct.
It is one of the forms in which supe rabundant enerry is spent.
r< i
According to this theory, sinking and dancing first arose
as a means of diversion from the monotony of existence, as a
means of whiling away the time, and making life pleasant.
Another theory is that music arose through the imitation
by primitive man of bird songs and other sounds in nature
.
This cry was probably first used by the primitive huntt r as
a decoy, and eventually through frequent use became a recog-
nized song.
Bucher says "song is the offspring of labor. It is a
means employed to discipline individual activities to the
accomplishment of a common task, oong has its oririn in the
cry of joy or sorrow, in the need of expression inborn in
all peoples in a state of nature."
Vocal music has its origin and cause in the elemental
urge of mature, whereas musical instruments, even of the most
primitive descriptions are a subsequent development and spring
from the inventive faculty Of man. The most elemental cries
of primitive peoples consist of a succession of sounds begin-
ning on a high tone and descending by means of a gliding or
slurring effect, to a low tone. Sometimes the gliding of
the voices takes an upward turn. Definite musical tones can-
not be recognized in these primitive cries, hence they cannot
be accurately written aown in the musical notation of civilization.
In such simple elemental cries as these, although no definite
musical intervale are to oe recognized, it is not long before
they appear. In fact, it is readily seen that in tne most
primitive music the production of definite tones, and more
or less of a definite melodic design, is the object toward
which the savage mind unconsciously tropes.
rr
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A second phrase or nusical motive was invented which was
sun;: alternately with the first, thereby relieving the sense
of monotony. The invention of a second musical phrase, and
the contrasting of it with the first, was the unconscious
beginning of form in music.
tftisic and the dance developed side by side, i.usic is
rhythm plus tone; the dance, rhythm plus gesture.
Jn a sense , all primitive music may be considered as
dance music. ^11 primitive songs were accompanied by gestures
or dances and, naturally, there was no dance without its
accompanying music.
All primitive dances are accompanied by hand clapping,
stamping of feet, the beating of stones, the knocking of
two sticks of wood together, or something of this nature to
keep the time regular and to accentuate the rhythm. From
the snapping of the fingers to rattling a handful of pebbles
was an easy and natural step. This rattling of pebbles in
the hand constituted a kind of rude "castanets". These peb-
bles were soon put into a sea shell or a gourd and thus the
first rattles came into existence. The rattle is supposed to
be the remote ancestor of the bell. In the place of two
sticks, two bones were freouently beaten one upon the other,
or struck together while being held between the fingers of one
hand. Long mussel shells were also used as clappers. The
beating of slabs or plates of stone constituted a rude gong.
Finally, it was discovered that by stretching the skin of an
animal tightly over the end of a hollow log and striking it
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energetically, a sharper and more resonant and penetrating
noise could be produced than in any other way. Thus the
first drums were made.
7/e have seen how naturally the percussion instruments
were developed. Almost at the sane time, wind instruments
of a simple and rude kind were fashioned. Tliistles were made
from the bones of animals with the marrow removed, pipes
were xnade from hollow reeds, while conch shells and the horns
of deer-like animals furnished the first trumpets. The
primitive whistles, pipes, and deer-horn trumpets when blown
were capable of giving forth but one tone. However, it is
highly probably that, as their makers grew more familiar with
the effect of the varying pressure of the lips, certain
partials of the fundamental tone were produced, such as the
octave, the fifth, and even the third, eventually, a series
of holes were pierced in them, thus milling it possible by
means of stopping and unstopping these holes with the fingers,
to produce a rude scale of tones.
To construct an instrument of the whistle variety which
would produce more than one tone was the next step. On
whistles or pipes of different lengths, tones of different
pitches can be produced. So different lengths of whistles
were rudely bound together, the lonrest at one end and the
shortest at the other end, and the intermediate ones arranged
in a se- uence according to their relative lengths. Thus
an instrument was made from which it was possible to obtain a
succession of rising tones;—a primitive scale.
C 4
The construction of wind instruments is considered
to represent a slightly higher decree of mental develop-
ment in man, and hence they are not regarded by ethnologists
as being so primitive as the percussion instruments.
As the appreciation of the fact of definite musical
tones being obtainable on instruments took root and ^rew
in the human mind, and especially as these tones began to
be arranged in definite series or scales, another instru-
ment of a remarkable nature was developed. It was a per-
cussion instrument, but one on which could oe produced not
only a tone having a definite pitch, out a whole series or
scale of tones. Hence, it was capable of reproducing a
melody as some of the primitive pipes or flutes, This was
the xylophone. This instrument, having its far distant
origin in the two sticks of v;ood which were struck together
to produce a rhythmical noise by the most primitive savages'
principle of construction is similar to that of the pan's
Pipes: a series of sticks or bars of wood arranged according
to their relative lengths. The series of sounding sticks of
wood are usually fixed over a gourd, a series of gourds, or
a drum-like instrument which acts as a sounding board, thus
givinp the nieces of wood greater sonority.
The precursor of the stringed instruments is to be found
in the hunting bow, and a few cases are found where this is
used as a sort of one stringed harp, the string being either
struck with a stick or plucked with the fingers.
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Among many of the serai-civilized tribes of Africa,
harps are found to be in use , some having as many as six-
teen strings. The oboe, an instrument of a much higher type
than the primitive pipe, is also found.
There can be no doubt that among the Africans and other
semi-barbarous peoples, music, however rude, eives a genuine
aesthetic pleasure, even though of a primitive sort. 3ut
amohp the Indians, song was the inevitable accompaniment of
every important act or cereMDOy in tribal or individual life.
The song, as a song, had no existence apart from the ceremony.
Primitive music does not show the effect of thought. It
is merely the wild and wayward expression of emotion.
It was when the rudimentary succession of tones known to
primitive man were gathered up and scientifically arranged in
definite and unalterable scales that our modern art of music
began.
Exotic music, or the music of the semi-civilized races,
may be considered under four iieaas; that of the Aztecs and
Peruvians; the music of India; the music of the Chinese,
Japanese, and Indo-Chinese peoples, including the Siamese,
Javese, Cambodians, Annamites; and the music of the lohammedan
Orient
.
There is but little known of the music of the Aztecs or
Peruvians. The fact that the Aztec language was sweet and
harmonious to the ear and had no sharp or nasal sounds justi-
fied the fondness with which both} lyric and dramatic poetry
were cultivated in ancient I.exico. The mention of ballads

sunp by the people, court-odes, and the chants of temple choirs
show that they must have cultivated a form of vocal music
distinctly above that of drums and horns, pipes and whistles.
Among the Peruvians, their songs are in the ancient five
tone scale known as the pentatonic.
The five tone scale is the one commonly employed in
practice and constitutes the basis of all music in the Indo-
Chinese countries.
In Java, Siam, Jurmah, and Cambodia, both five tone and
seven tone (heptatonicj scales are in use, but the musical
system of Japan, which was originally borrowed from China,
is built wholly on a five tone scale, with the important dif-
ference from the Chinese that it has a minor third, and not
a major.
The Hindoos have a system of seven tone scales differ-
entiated from each other by variable ouarter tone steps.
Vftiat may be called 1 ohamnedan music is a complex type
.
It includes features from Persian, Byzantine ^reek, I ediaeval
Christian, and purely local sources, and is historically a
puzzle
.
The manner in which these different tone scales are em-
ployed and modified by other factors is that which makes their
music strikingly different from ours. The Chinese are inter-
ested, not in the flow of the melody, Out in "timbre", in the
quality and character of sound. Harmony, to the Chinese,
means a purely aesthetic combination of sound and dance.
-
lohammedanisra has never encouraged religious music* It
is true that the chanting of the muezzin calls the faithful
to prayer from the minarets, but except this, the music which
accompanies the dances of the whirling dervishes offers prac-
tically the only example of i.ohamnedan religious music.
Other than religious melodies are excessively adorned with
every sort of flourish and ornament, slides, turns, grace-notes,
shakes, and arabesques of every description.
3aint-3aens says "Oriental musical art is another art.
The musical art of antiquity is founded on the combination
of melody and rhythm. To these, our art adds a third element
—
harmony,—and however much they differ from our own, it
should always be borne in mind that the subtle ingenious
mathematical subdivisions of the Persians and Arabs, the exces-
sive modal elaboration of the Hindoos, the narrow and con-
strained stiffness of the Chinese, the ambiguous elasticity
of the Japanese, and the truly marvelous artificiality of
the Javese and Siamese systems are all the products of human
artistic ingenuity working instinctively for artistic ends."
From Arabia may have come to Europe the first primitive
violins. Deserving of special mention are the Chinese "cheng."
a set of small bamboo pipes »ri.th free reeds, precursors of the
modern organ; the Hindoo "tubri," a popular form of bagpipe
used by the snake charmers of India: and the Arabian "zamr", a
particularly shrill variety of oboe
.
Thus we find in use among ancient semi-civilized peoples
and among the Oriental races of the past anci present the three
great families of musical instruments: instruments of per-
<
cussioh, string instruments , and wind instruments , from which
we have chosen and developed our orchestra. The instinct for
expression in music thus far works in all races alike. Jut
whereas those races whose r.usic we are discussing were con-
tent with the harsh or dry sounds of the primitive instru-
ments we know the races of aurope have been impelled by the
desire for even richer ana more flexible tone to develop and
improve these instruments which desires are prophylactic
tendencies
.
There is an abundance of evidence that music played a
very important part in the lives of the ancient Hebrews and
that musical performances v/ere carefully, often elaborately,
organized, antiphonal sinning holding a large plac-.: in the
organization. As with other ancient nations of the ^ast,
the most important function of music aas to lend solemnity and
effect to the religious ceremonial. The texts were those we
have termed the "Psalms" in the Bible. They were used on all
occasions and under varying circumstance r>
.
Fekis is of the opinion that the Egyptians possessed a
system of musical notation, and sees in the resemblance to
demotic characters of the musical notation used by the modern
Greek Church, evidence of the fact that it belonged to Ancient
Egypt. This gives evidence of a stage of artistic developawtvrf"
which included a sense of something more than primitive and
haphazard concords. Such a stage of development may be pro-
bably safely credited to the ancient Egyptians, ana whatever
their music may have oeen, we can surely conclude that it
had acquired at least the elementary proportions of an art.
While vfe moderns generally deny to music any direct
correspondence with the realities of life, the Greeks held
(I
it to be the most representative of the arts.
The Greeks, reduced to the resources of rhythn and melody
as means of musical expression, developed these to a very
high decree in the fineness of its distinctions, advanced
even beyond the point which we have as yet found it necessary
to reach in modern music. Felody,while subjected to certain
laws, and at first perhaps nothing more than a monotonous
chant or declamation at slightly varying pitch finally attained
a variety of line and freedom of movement which rendered it
capable of the most subtle shades of expression. This, we
are informed, was due to a complex system of modes or scales
of "genera" and "chroa", which, if we understand them correctly,
would credit the Greek ear with much finer distinctions of
pitch t Han we are capable of today
.
About the beginning of the ninth century a new element
appeared in music for the church which the Greeks had left
practically untouched and which was probably the contribution
of the barbarian peoples of northern and western Europe,
either the Germans or the Celts; namely, "part-singing."
To the single plain-song melodies of the ritual, composers
added another accompanying melody or part. The resultant
progression of concords and discords was incipient harmony.
The practice of so weaving two and later three and four melodies
together was the beginning of the science or art of polyphony.
European music is based upon harmony,, and harmony, taking
the word in its accepted meaning, was unknown to ancient nations,
and is unknown today in countries of the Orient. We must
admit the tricks of rhythm and melody which came from the
Orient into Spain *t the time of the Moorish Conquest, were
(
even brought back to Europe by the Crusaders returning from
their distant wanderings.
Thile the knowledge and the development of the science
of harmony is one of the fruits of European civilization,
and as a science is well ni^h confined to Europe exclusively,
we still must idmit that, whereas primitive man had a feeling
for it, this feeling led him, though somewhat blindly, to
the attainment of certain fundamental harmonic intervals.
The intervals he evidently valued and used unconsciously.
It is certainly of interest to note that a perm or supgest-'cn
of harmony existed in the primitive mind, that this element,
as well as the other elements of music, has a natural basis.
In Oriental music the dominant feature is rhythm, insis-
tent and often unvaried. This may be the most exciting
element in music and the most immediate in its appeal; partly
because in the Oriental music was and is almost never dis-
sociated from the dance or from some sort of regular move-
ment such as rowing or reaping. In our music, rhythm is
constantly varied and subtly disguised.
If it be asked whence the sense of rhythm arises, Sir
John Stainer answers, "from the general appetite for exercise."
That this desire occurs in rhythmical form is due to sociologi-
cal as well as psychological conditions. On the one hand,
there is the social character of primitive music, compelling a
number of performers to act in concert. On the other, our
perception of time relations involves a process of intellection.
This perception of successive or time ordered impressions
is something more than a succession of impressions or per-
C
ceptions. It involves a subsequent act of reflection, by
means of which the mind is able at the same time to comprehend
then as a whole. Mow every product which is of the intellect
and appeals to the intellect must contain all the particulars
which follow from reflection and render it possible. And
since music is produced not merely as an auditory impression
and expression, but also in order to evoke reflection, it
must contain the qualities of time, order, and rhythm. Her-
bert Spencer says that the general desire for exercise arises
or is the surplus vigour in more highly evolved organisms,
exceeding what is required for immediate needs, in which
play of all kinds takes its rise; manifesting itself by
way of imitation or repetition of all those efforts, and
exertions which were essential to the maintenance of life.
And it has, moreover, been demonstrated by ethnological re-
search that to bring about bodily fatigue through the mani-
festation of energy in a perpetually increasing ration up to
the last degree of lassitude is an indispensable feature of
primitive art.
That the development of a melody from detached notes is
due in the first instance to a certain rhythmical movement is
an obvious fact, ithythm is the initiative force which leads
us on to any arrangement of notes whatever, although it
must not be forgotten that the specific form assumed in any
such arrangement depends a good deal upon our contingent ideas
and feelings. The power exerted over us by any fchythmical move-
ment lies in its being adjusted to the form in which ideas and
feelings succeed each other in our minds.
c
To this emotional power of rhythm an intellectual element
must be added. Accent and rhythm (time division) coerce a
vague multitude of sounds into a unity. This is obtained by
accentuating one sound especially out of a number of sounds,
thus giving a centre round which other tones group themselves.
Rhythm is the formation principle in the relationship of
pitch, the natural tie which unites the sounds into one group,
and the cause of a certain pitch being maintained throughout
the whole group, thus facilitating our perceiving it as a
whole. Pitch relationship is of no imaginable importance if
the rhythmical division be not formal beforehand. (1)
In concluding this chapter we find that the evolution
of rhythm came through primitive vocal music with the aid of
primitive instruments of music From ancient days in the
Indo-Chinese countries, the development of scales and inter-
vals was found. The Hebrews added antiphonal singing and text
superiority while Egypt gave the first forms of the harp, and
Greece gave her system of scales. Europe carried on th^ growth
by establishing and perfecting harmony and fen:, in composition.
Thus with Hubert H. Parry in his introduction to "The
Art of Music," we say, Musical art is the idealized art of
the inner man as distinguished from the arts of painting and
sculpture and their like, which art idealized the expression
of what is outside him. He further shows how music has been
indigenous to man, his life, his body, his brain power, his
soul^, and how certain prophylactic influences might easily
grow out of such an art.
(1) "The Art of Music." A Comprehensive Library of Information
for Music Lovers and Musicians, in 14 volumes. Vol. 1, chapters
1, 2, 3, h, 5, 6, edited by "The National Society of Music,"
Mew York. Copyright 1915.
t
CHAPTER II.
THE THERAPEUTIC AND PROPHYLACTIC PCMEHS OF FUSIC
The therapeutic and prophylactic powers of music, until
within the last decade or two, have been buried under the
facts which the world at large has refused to see because
of the superstitions, fanatical exhibitions, neufcotic im-
aginations, and other fallacies, which have purported to be
the result of the therapeutic and prophylactic power < f music,
therefore, the world could not accept these powers at their
face value. Now that investigations and experiments are being
made, we are beginning to realize that the therapeutic and pro-
phylactic powers of music are not those of simply quieting the
neurotic patient but the stimulating of both reason and
understanding. The question is, how may the stimulation of
reason and understanding be attributed to the therapeutic
or the prophylactic powers of music? In the case of a per-
son of little or no power of reason we say with emphasis
that music when well performed and repeated a sufficient number
of times causes a stir of sensibility within the reasoning
powers of the person. This we call an act of the prophylactic
power of music, because with this new stirring a new process,
that of preventing is roused; that is, the continuing of the
old lack of reason, ".'/hen this process of prevention comes to
its end the therapeutic or healing process is brought to its
culmination. Using a homely illustration to make our point
clear, let us think of a stagnant body of water which has been
a living stream but which is now seemingly lifeless and dead.
A wise engineer sees the possibility of nower in this etream
and proceeds to build a dam. The dam is the prophylactic
power which prevents any further lifelessness within the stream

forces the stream to change its course or go over the dam.
The dam is not then the cure of the lifelessness of the stream
only insomuch as it prevents the continuation of the old
course of the stream. The change of the course, however,
is the healing of the stream. This we hold is the thera-
peutic power of the stream. So in human life, as the pro-
phylactic power of music is revealed to the individual in
causing a prevention of old habits of thoughts, living and
acting through the medium of sound, only then, and harmony
can a therapeutic power be established.
Let us think of another illustration, - a child has
the rickets. This disease may be cured by the proper kind
and amount of nourishment. We call this the therapeutic
power of medicine. The child might have been prevented
from having the disease by this same pro]>er kind and amount
of food. Thus the food would be a prophylactic power of
medicine.
In applying these terras to music, we need not confine
ourselves to mental or physical illness only in so far as
Shakespeare went, for a life, which through the hearing of
music, is healed of its lethargy is indeed as great a cure
as any physical cure. The same is true in the preventing of
a harmful use of a life.
What of music as a medicine? Is it all the left-over
beliefs of the untrained mind or is it more? This answer
comes to us: The use of music has hitherto been thought to
be the quickening of the intellect, to soothe or stimulate
the emotions, in other words, appealing Chiefly to the
psychical side of our nature. From experiments tried in

different keys with different individuals, a conclusion
reached is that a law of correspondence exists between
the various tones of the scale and the organs of the human
body. The fact that different keys in music affect different
persons in different ways has also been attested.
Thus music affects the body through the mind. In the
application of music for treatment of disease, we understand
that the seat of any physiological disorder is nrimarily in
the mind, and that therefore the mental condition must be
radically changed before a cure is possible. Je see therefore that
music heals by substituting its own state of harmony for that
state of mental and physical inharmony called disease.
Noise possesses no healing nowers since it is itself a
state of inharmony, being distinguished from music by its
irregular non-oeriodic vibrations. Thus music is the health,
noise is the disease of sound
.
The mind in a state of noise or disease, in other words,
the psychopathic or insane mind, is partially deaf or un-
conscious of the natural music which is within. This inward
music is the soul's heritage divinely bequeathed by the
Great Source of Universal Harmony. Music heard from without
after much time in trial and error aids in restoring the
inward hearing or innate musical consciousness. Such
restoration is accomplished through the law of sympathetic
vibration, which is none other than the "connecting up" of
the lost chords in an harmonious chord of mental music.
Those tones in the mind which have become weakened or silenced
by disease, are made to sound apain by sympathizing with the
tones of corresponding pitch heard in music from without,
v/hen any )art of the body is u&seased, we might say that the
<
music in that part issfcill: thus inharmony, or noise,
prevails. In listening to outv/ard music, the mind absorbs
those tones which have become silenced in itself, and in the
body as a necessary consequence, just as the stomach assimi-
lates those food elements which are required to repair the
waste of the system. The healing or therapeutic virtune of
music becomes apparent when we realize that the tendency of
all thought is toward externalization or manifestation in the
flesh. Some say that the body is literally built up from our
thinking, - hence, musical thinking must produce a definite
physical result.
In the experiments which have been made, lonp sustained
tones have been proved best adapted for specific results.
A musical tone thus heals by virtue of its regular, periodic
vibration. Repetitions of this vibratory period, forming the
necessary pVtch and giving to the tone a smooth, undisturbed
character, act upon disordered mental states similarly as oil
upon waters. The mind is so shaped by the sonorous groove
or mould in which it is cast as to assume sjnnoathetically the
three characteristics of tone — force, pitch, quality.
If after the repeated vibratory period necessary, the mould is
withdrawn, the mental imnression is retained. Freouency of the
treatment naturally strengthens this impression until states
of irregular vibration constituting noise or disease yield to
regular vibrations constituting music or health.
Such an answer to our question makes us wonder just what
the folk of ancient days thought concerning this matter. Has
Africa lately given prestige to her medicine man, and South
America, China, and the Philippines followed in her wake? No,
t
the medicine-man has been counted as greater than the ahief
of any tribe since early days. What had the medicine -man
to do with music? Nothing more than the sounding of cymbals,
beating of drums or torn toms, shaking of rattles, blowing of
horns, leading incantation chants and altogether weaving his
spell over the people through the use of tone rhythm, and
emotional stimulation through sound by repetition.
"Kusic is the direct and immediate effect of the feelings
of the moment."
The savares themselves are quite awsre of the great
power of music, and try to make use of it whenever a peculiar
emotional effect is intended, and especially so in the case
of diseases. The primitive physician performs his duty,
stranre to say, with musical accompaniment.
Amon? the Masambara in £ast Africa, the doctor comes
with a small bell in hand which he rings from time to time.
Among the Indians, the cure is by the medicine-man
singing, beating a drum, and shaking a rattle.
In spite of this we can say music has an emotional
influence, and this fact remains true, however funny the
attempts may be which "savage" or "civilized" doctors
and laymen at times make in employing music for medical
purposes
.
Apart from its importan -e in religious service, music
had a deep significance in the liyes of the Ancient Hebrews.
They attributed to it peculiar curative and inspirational
powers, '.'e know how David used it to relieve the illness of
"Primitive l Tusic" — Richard Uallaschek—Physical and Psychical
Influence of Music. Pages lA-°6
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Saul, and even Slias employed it to stimulate the spirit
of proohecy.
The Ancient Greeks held that nusic aided not only the
development o** states of feeling, but also the improvement
of ethical cualities and dispositions of mind were reproduced
by musical "imitation", and on the close correspondence be-
tween the copy and the original depended the importance of
music in the formation of character. Aristotle in his
"Politics" says "In rhythm and melodies we have the most
realistic imitation of anger and mildness, as well as of
courage and temperance, and all their opnosities ." Herein
lies an important element in the nrreek conception of the
functions of music which is radically different from those
held by people today. Its imputed educational val\ie, its
influence upon the character of youth, and its therapeutic
powers are, as we have said, foreign to our modern ideas.
Plato in his "Republic" gives the study of music and
its regulation as an essential part in the training of youth
for citizenship in the ideal commonwealth. "Ceginning from
early childhood," he says, "they teach and admonish their
sons as long as they live 1 Again the music mast^s in
the same way pay attention to sobriety of behavior and take
care that the boys commit no evil, and when they have learned
to play upon the lyre they teach them all the compositions
of other good poets — lyric poets, setting them to music,
and they compel nodes and harmony to become familiar to the
boys' souls in order that they may become more gentle, and,
being themselves more rhythmical and harmonious, they may
be serviceable in word and deed; for the whole life of man
I<
requires rhythm and harmony." The advice of Plato was
thoroughly carried out and as a result the finer qualities
of Greece have come down tc us with a soul& inspiring
quality. Since the finer qualities alone would not insure
a nation's power to stand, we can go further aid say that
Greece proved with great satisfaction that the development
of the finer qualities was an aid in the growth of those
dualities known as the stern realities of life. 3y this,
I mean, for example, in the time of war when the Greeks were
outnumbered and a defeat seemed inevitable. Victory was
often brought about by the stir of drums and the singing of
hymns of victory. In this way the hearts of the man were
lightened through the means of sound. In other words, the
prophylactic or preventive power of music overthrew the
feelings of defeat and the victory was the result. You ask:
can such a courage be lasting? V/e know that until Greece
forgot the training of her youth in this manner, she was ever
the victor but when she ceased training and became self-
indulgent even to extravagance, then she lost her power.
ri
As illustrative of the moral import of music Plato says
"It is indeed then according as I say, that we shall never
become musicians, neither we ourselves, nor the guardians we
say we are to educate, before we understand the images of
temperance, fortitude, liberality, and magnificence, and the
other sister virtues." Hierocles attests Rythagorera 1 s belief
in the therapeutic powers of music as a great advantage to
health and made use of it in the diseases of the body as
well as of the soul: for, as Plato said after him, "perfect
music is a compound of voices and of Instrumental Harmony.
The voice alone is more perfect than instruments alone; but
it wants one thing to complete jts Perfection: and that one
thing is Harmony: and Instruments alone, without a voice, yield
only rambling and extravagant sounds, which may indeed affect
and move the soul, but cannot instruct nor form the manners
which ought to be the chief end of Mustek. " (1)
Greece followed lon^ in the way of these her leaders and
proved truly the truth of their desires.
Passing on from the training of the individual, let us note
the community and nation; that is, music as a social force.
"The tendency of a n;roup in each stare of human development
is to produce music fitting the character of the social disturb-
ances of its time and communities which most fully meet this
need of rhythm by national culture of music, tend to preserve
for longer periods, the serenity of the public mind. Thus it
will be seen that national control and support of music may
(1) "The Art of Music" Vol. 1 Pa^es 1-42.
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be assumed to be a national duty. This control and support
will aid in the preservation of a healthy state of the public
mind. Such a condition will make nore effective all other
efforts for the abolition of discontent, disease, vjce, and
criminality.
National culture and support of music are effective
means of exercising social control, because of the calming influence
of music upon disturbing thought. Established within disturbed
zones, national institutions for free musical instruction would
place a check upon strained inteilectuaiism, with its brood of
idea monstrosities, since nusic would cause a relaxation of
mental concentration.
Music has been generally regarded as the lan^uape of the
emotions, but it has never been determined why these emotions,
having art, poetry, the nance, and many other means of partial
expression, so insistently require sound for complete self-
realization. The beat of the pulse and the neasure in music are
similar rhythmic expressions, but the close relation of one to
the other has heretofore been ignored. Yet groups have a pulse; his-
tory has a pulse: the phenomena of the physical universe have a
oulse: all live manifestations are demonstrations of a pulse
action.
All rhythm, however divided, is perfect motion, idiythm,
acting upon a disturbed motion, tends to impose its own notion
upon the discord, if stronger than the disturbance encountered.
This theory not only imputes a higher mission to music than
has heretofore been realized, but also accounts for phenomena
of organized sound vibrations, and for the craving of ail
i
human life for music.
Music originates in man's need of rhythmical sound-
vibrations, for the re-establishment of rhythmical notion
in his own nervous system, disturbed by the evolutionary
increase of mental action not rhythmically enolnyed." ( 1
)
Vfe have sooken of the nation, its needs and possibilities.
In the community proper, we find a nearer approach to the
needs of the people. One manifestation of this is found in the
folk-lore and folk-ansic which have m themselves manifest.
Cne form of folk-music is the ballad. ,rThe wo^d 'ballad* ia
derived from the Old French bailer
,
to dance, and originally
meant a song sung to the rhythmic movement of a dancing
chorus
.
In England the term has usually been applied to any
simple tale, told in simple verse; namely, Popular Songs. 3y
popular songs we understand what the Germans call "Volks-iieder
that is, songs composed by the people, for the people, handed
down by oral tradition, and in style, taste, and even incident,
common to the people in all European countries. The beauty
of these purely popular ballads, their directness and fresh-
ness, has made them admired even by the artificial critics of
the most artificial periods in literature
.
The domestic annals of Scotland show that her kings used
to keep court bands, and also that strollers went singing at
the doors of farmhouses and in the streets of towns. It was
the easiefcir and most satisfactory inference that the courtly,
"Music as a Human Need" — Powell Pages 19-3^

minstrels made the verses, which wandering carollers imitated
or corrupted. But this theory fails to account, among other
things, for the universal sameness of tone, of incident, of legend,
of primitive poetical formulae, whjch the Scotch Ballad
possesses in common with the ballads of Greece, of France,
of Provence, of Portugal, of Denmark, and of Italy. Thus we
can say; that the great age and universal diffusion of the
ballad may be proved, and that its birth, from the lips and
heart of the people, may be contrasted with the origin of an
artistic poetry in the demand of an aristocracy for a separate
epic literature, destined to be its own possession, and to be
the first development of a poetry of personality, —a record of
individual passions and emotions.
Folk-songs date from tir.es, and are composed by peoples
who find, in a natural i --provisation, a natural utterance of
/nodulated and rhythmic speech, the appropriate relief of their
emotions, in moments of high-wrought feeling or solemn occasions.
ballads spring from the very heart of the neople, and flit
from age to ape, from lip to lip of shepherds, peasants, nurses,
of all classes that continue nearest to the ^tate of natural
men. They make music with the plash of the fisherman's oars
and the hum of the spinning wheel, and keen time with the step
of the ploughman as he drives his team. The whole soul of the
peasant class breathes in their burdens, as the sea resounds in
the shells cast up on the shores . Ballads are a voice from
secret places, from silent peonies, and old times long dead: and
as such they stir us in a strangely intimate fashion to which
artistic verse can never attain. (1)
Encyclopedia Brittanica, Vol, 3. Ninth edition. Copyright 1891
by Scribner Sons. ''Ballads.' 1

From the ballads and folk-son°;s of Europe let us look for
America's contribution to the Art of Music. We find it not
in conoosition, formation of new scales, invention of new
instruments, or in the development of new rhythms and melodies,
but in the perfection and use of all these lies America's con-
tribution. One might ask, —and is this possible? Only through
a consolidated effort, in fact only by a community effort has
all this been possible.
"Community music possesses, some feature of i.nterest or
touches in some definite way the life of every man, woman, and
child in the community, regardless of creed, race or color.
,/ise men through all the centuries have recognized the
vital value of music to mankind as the natural channel of ex-
pression, alike for joy and sorrow. Music is useful for
recreation as well as for inspiration* its appeal is universal:
nothing creates so quickly an atmosphere of good fellowship and
neighborliness
. On wings of sound soirits soar above the things
of ordinary living into the realm of the invisible where disap-
pointment and anger are left behind and life becomes radiant
again.
..Tien the singing spirit disappears, souls wither, men
become addicted to grouch, grievance
,
cynicism, and bitterness,
displace good will, and civilisation is headed full speed
toward disaster.
There was a period in American history which o tr grand-
parents can easily recall, when community singing was an impor-
tant factor in national life. The singing school was as much
a social, as an educational institution, and practically every-
body took an active and personal part in music making." (1)
(1) "Music for Everybody" by Bartholomew & Lawrence. Copyright 1020. Chap.
I*
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These singing schools were not only places of singing
but of self expression itself. I.'any an awkward youth while
under the spell of a stirring anthem, folk-tune, or love
song, determined to make a real man of himself and so place
his mark on the world of progress. This truly was a marked
result of the prophylactic power of music.
Leaving the singing school place of meeting, we see, on
various occasions, this company of aged, youth, and childhood
—
for they were all there, wending their way rejoicing to the
door of th^ a fed, the ill, and the unhappy or sorrowing.
Saying as they went, 'TV/ill help them through their difficulties.
How could this he: did their sinking so affect the ar-ed 'is to
make him younc? No, and yes. His joints remained stiff and
swollen, his eyes remained dim, but his spirit was renewed and
he a^ain was a youth in his own singing school through the
power of memory which stirred the thoughts of youth. But why
go to the ill with their singing, which at best we would call
poor? Gould their melodies heal the one racked with pain and
sore distress? Why not? At least they could do their part,
which was to cheer the mind which in turn gave the body a
renewed chance to heal itself because of an effort which could
then be concentrated on the diseased member. Is it all a
dream, a fad, a fancy that music has a thereapeutic power which
through the aid of the prophylactic power may bring relief?
Indeed it is neither a fad, fancy, or dream, but a reality,
unrealized by many but truly realized by a growing number.
"Je have spoken of the value the sinrinp school was to
the ap;ed and sick, but what, you may ask, can be music's value
to the unhappy or sorrowing persons? We answer by saying, a
mind which is well is happy, because a happy or well mind is
(
interested in others, whereas an unhappy or diseased mind
is alone centered in self. Our basis for this statement is
the fact that no psychopathic patient is willing or anxious
for any form of organization. Having said all this, how could
this group of singing people help the persons who were un-
happy? Simply by the prophylactic power in music, that is,
through the preventing of more unhappy thourhts by inserting
new and happy thoughts caused from the hearing of the sound
in music
.
A sorrowing person, if normal, is not in unhappy person
for the reason that he 5 s mentally ivell and only temporarily
indisposed because of grief. This indisposition affects the
brain as norphine affects the physical man, that is, an
insensibility to surrounding activity. The value of the
singers in this case will therefore be that of a stimulant
to the sleeping nerson. He will be roused and again assume
his place in the world of action. Our friends and relatives,
the singers of the singing school knew little or nothing of
the psychological and physiological effects their singing
was having but they did realize the possibility of help
derived from music. This we call the therapeutic and
prophylactic powers of music.
The Community Band, orchestra, and community singing
school, and festivals of music have been the basis of America's
work in the Art of Music. By this method, groups are brought
together with one purpose and so socialized into a unified
whole
.
Civically, America thus worked together for the good of
the whole. With this spirit, the moral growth was natural

consequence and a much needed asset.
Before concluding this chapter, let us ask ourselves if
the man, thus touched by history, medicine, and the social
force of a joyous nation, is being reached and the "proper
purgation" of the emotions, r.iind, and body is taking place?
To answer this more fully, we will refer to specific incidents
wherein nusic has exhibited prophylactic power.

CHAPTER III
CASE INCIDENTS OF THE PRC1 PHYLACT I C PCPEfi OF MUSIC
Leaving all these theories behind us let us new see
what the word prophylactic means. From the Ireek as given
in Vfebster's dictionary, we find that prophylactic is a
"medicine which preserves or defends against disease; a
preventive." Since a preventive is to preserve—to save
—
to keep or save from injury or destruction, let us ask
ourself how may a preventive be a healing process? Je answer
by saying Music powerfully influences the mind, and tne rdnd
in turn has always powerfully influenced the body. "Patience
and tranquility of mind contribute more to cure our distempers
than the whole art of medicine." fl) Now, nothing is more
favorable to mental tranquility than this most fascinating of
fine arts. It drives away that care which is an enemy to
life, and, whilst its soothing sounds refresh the languid,
if they do not always remove mountains of anxiety, they, at
any rate, hardly every fail to charm them into molehills. (2)
How does music heal? "The music cure is based on rhythmi
periodic, normal pulsations. It is a matter of vibration,
The object of all cures is to change discordant vibrations to
harmonious ones. Disease is unrhythmical, for rhythm is a
fundamental law of the universe.
The music cure is based upon the lav/ of harmonious rhythm
ical vibration. Its appeal is to the soul.
(1) Mozart
(2) "Music as Medicine" Mason
(<
"In ccmntries where medical knowledge is backward,
and superstition is supreme, describing the devil dances
of Southern India, when pestilences are rife, exceptional
spirits were supposed to cause such visitations by inducing peop
to enter into these wild dances, and so by this means become
dissipated." (1)
"The effect of music upon the mind is generally recog-
nized as beneficial in that it awakens pleasurable emotions,
soothing or stimulating centers of thought and feeling until
the entire being is lifted into a higher state.
Music by enticing us away from our infirmities, by
elevating consciousness to a higher olane, enthralling us
with beauties of spiritual suggestion, opens the door for
the cure." (2)
"Laughter is essentially an escape, an evasion, a
rebellion against the tyranny of custom and multiplying
restraints
.
If laughter is what the psychologists insist it is,
a needed relaxation from strain, a "sudden glory" of self-
recover;'-
,
a tonic return to nature from complicated vetoes,
repressions, and the mechanized habits w'-'ich accompany our
material progress, then a society under tension, denying or
throttling the legitimate expression of the voice of nature
within us, is apt; "to find itself confronted by increasing and
illegitimate expressions; for instance, in violence, in growth
of insanity, in development of the use of narcotics, in
assiduous cultivation of elusive bootleggers and in recurring
periods of spasmodic social frenzy.
(1) "Music and Medicine" —Dyer.
(2) "The Key-Note in Musical Therapeutics"—Stratton in "The A

V/hen a civilization waxes joyless, its abhievenents are
impermanent. Greece perceived this which was the reason for
her splendid spirit\ial achievement. The (Greeks, balanced
the solemnity of one rite with the emotional release of another.
So their sculpture, in both material marble and in immaterial
thought, retains that vital touch of the joy of life and that
exultant wonder which clothe them with immortality.
True laughter does something to the individual. That
is why it is precious to a society which cares for the meaning
of life. Actually it changes one, snaps tensions of muscle,
stimulates circulation of the blood, purges the brain. In
addition to observation, true laughter signalizes a growth of
sympathies, a clearer perception of the incongruities in our
human spectacle, and kindness. So it is a corrective, purging
the spirit within." (1)
One flight ask, and what has laughter to do with music?
,Ve answer that music is full of laughter. Have you heard of
Richard Strauss and his symphonic poem "Ulen Spiegel" or "Don
Quixote/" These two great symphonic poems are known as humor-
ous music. There is a constant feeling of good humor aroused
and felt on hearing them.
What is it that causes a sedate, over-tired, over-taxed
business man to leave his desk and throw up the window and
thrust out his head when a band passes by giving forth its
joyous tunes? Is it the cultural value which he hones to imbibe
by thus leaving his tasks unfinished? He may not go so far as
to leave his tasks. 1/hat then? Did he not ask or third?—"I
(1) Boston Globe 8-17-25. Editorial—"The Decay of Laughter."

wonder what's going on?". Jas it nothing more than an unusual
sound? Granted that the sound was unusual, there are many
unusual sounds heard by this same man hourly, daily, weekly,
monthly, and yearly, but not one out of every one hundred that
he hears will cause him to rise from his chair and cause him
to look out of the window, '-/hy? Does he not know what the
ordinary bandman's appearance is aot to be? Is he not somewhat
familiar with the appearance of the instruments in|a band?
Furthermore, if you asked him why he did this seemingly fool: sh
thing he would begin his reply in many cases by saying—"It makes
me feel like a boy." Ah, what was it, and how did it work,
this noise which transformed a busy man into a merry lad?
Scientifically speaking, the process was brought about by
vibrations on the ether which penetrated the eardrum which
caused the brain to send other vibrations throughout the ner-
vous system of the man, causing a rapid flow of blood which
caused ether vibrations and sensation repeated on and on. All
these gave the man an unusual exhiliration such as he had as
a carefree boy. And what has this to do with laughter and the
prophylactic power of music? Only this:—sensations such as
these are also brought about in a lesser degree by laughter.
Going. on,—what has been happening in the brain of the map.?
Brain cells are constantly being exploded. Some bring good
results while others pile up in ashes which are not eliminated
and so result in auto-intoxication or worse, herein lies the
secret of the success of laughter and the passing band. From
the unusual sounds which caused thejhilarious youthful feeling
went forth the power which destroyed or exploded many, many
i
brain cells. The destruction was so fast and so great that the
blood did an extra service in endeavoring to repair the damage
and by so doing, eliminated much of the harmful deposits which
had been allowed to gather. Thus, with this new freedom in
the brain came the freedom in thcurht which resulted in a
reflection of an earlier experience. And how is this preventive?
As the cause of harm or harm itself is removed, then, and then
only, is it possible to prevent further destruction or harm.
Here we see, is music's prophylactic power.
Aided by the splendid spirit of patriotism which swept
the country after the declaration of war, and realizing the
great need of music to help build morale, winders were accomplished
in incredibly short periods of time. In the army and navy, hundred
of thousands of young men learned to sing and to enjoy music.
A proof of the popularity of this sinking progr;un may be
found in the fact that in the cantonments of the United States,
during t e second year of the war (1?16) there was an attendance
of thirty-seven million? at soldier gatherings in I.M.C.A. huts
at which the main attraction, freo_ueritly £he only one, was
mass singing. Lore than thirty thousand soldier song leaders
were trained. Everywhere the army wfcnt they sang. The result
in fighting spirit has been testified to by military leaders the
country over.
"In the mi litary hospitals during the war, the great ,en<=fit
derived from music was widely (recognized; testimony as to its
value, not only as a stimulant and interest for the mind, but
-•>"> so for the body was received from the most unexpected quarters."
Preface to "1'usic for Everybody" Bartholomew & Lawrence.
Copyright 1020.
(2) "New York Medical Journal" 188°—,/immer
to
(
"Music composes the notion both of the aninal spirits
and rind; and Plato was of the opinion that a v/ell regulated
and sound body had a closer connection and dependence on the
influence of the nind than the mental affections had on the
natural temperament of the body.
The wise people of ancient Greece took the best method
in the world to prevent the ill consequences of fear upon
their soldiers in times of public dangers, for when their
armies took the field, they never went unprovided of the
best musicians, who, by their martial strains, inspired the
soldiers with a kind of mechanical courage never experienced
in their enemies. The like custom is preserved even in our
days to good purpose; for many soldiers have candidly owned
that thoughts of meeting death in battle, sometimes danp'd
their generous ardor to engage, 'till the martial trumpet and
other warlike instruments had roused their sinking spirits,
and inspired them afresh with hoj>es of victory or contempt of
death." (1)
As a means of self-expression, it proved invaluable for
certain nervous disorders caused by the horrors of the war.
In this connection must be mentioned the work of the
Vocal Therapy Society in hospitals for shell-shock cases. The
beneficial results of competing choral associations and clubs
have also been frequently remarked by students of social welfare.
How may the building up of morale of men in an army be
counted as prophylactic? Only in fo far as itjsaves living nen
from mental death because of the strain. This was one part
music played in many wars
.
(1) "Therapeutics"—Brocklesby. Pages U^-lg
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In the hospitals during this sane late war music was
able in a positive way to prevent the break-down of minds
and bodies by becoming a stimulant and a means of relaxation.
Leaving the war and music in army life let us now learn
of music's part in a prophylactic way in the hospitals for
the insane.
In a paper by 'Jinmer, he describes the result of experi-
ments with music conducted at an asylum. The piano was played
for half an hour to fourteen hundred insane women. It was
found that all responded to the rhythm* in some the pulse rate
rose; others became restless and beat tine. Melody without
rhythm had no effect =it all except when it happened to be an air
which awakened memories and their associated amotions, ,/ith
slow music the worst cases were soothed, even sent to sleep.
After several experiments it was noted that all showed improvement.
In the Central Islip State Hospital, New York, an institution
caring for six thousand patients, the first case experimented
with were sixty elderly women, patients of the chronic or
prolonged type
.
Of these prolonged cases, sixty patients, only a few left
the hospital, about twenty-five showed an active response
which manifested itself, preponderantly musical, by singing or
playing, or, more physically, by dancing, and other similar
manifestations. Approximately twenty-five others were usually
interested but did not partake. A very small minority, only,
did not show any apparent reaction.
However, the very encouraging results of this first experi-
ment were such that at the Central Islip Hospital, the work
(1) "New York Kedical Journal" 188o-7immer
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was continued and expanded, until at present, when some seven-
teen hundred patients weekly in some regular sessions, accord-
ing to a schedule, are underpoinp no re highly developed forms
of musical exercise. This includes choral, choir, solo, and
community singing; band and orchestra playing; solo, aesthetic,
social, and stare dancing; musical calisthenics, and musical
dramatics
.
Another important point to be mentioned, by which this
type of musical application is characterized, is that it is
used as a means to have the patient unburden himself; to lift
him from passivity to activity; to revive the energies and
sublime aspirations of his youth; finally, if possible,
and desirable, in several cases, to develop his power of
aesthetic self-expression. This means that the technical
perfection of music practice has also its place in hospital
music work. Right playing, right singing, correct interpretation
all of these things are therefore observed as closely as possible
Is not the sign of improvement in the first case a point
in our favor, for where further mental destruction is stayed, we
hold that that which prevented is worthy of note.
The second case ^i"es us a growth and development upward
resulting in self-expression in social functioning. That
which caused the seeming lack of growth, which we know is prowth
in a bad way, to ^row upward was none other than music, in this
instance surely a prohylactic power.
My experience in insane hospitals is very limited, but a
personal contact with a child of very uncertain mental capacity
was mine at one time. The child seemingly had no control of his
(1) "i/tude" September 1025. Jilliam Van De V/all

mind for on certain days he was able to do work of the first
grade; other days kindergarten work was beyond hin. He was
at least twelve years of age.
It was my privilege to play a piano number while visiting
the school room in which this child was sitting. The teacher
had had the boy in this room for two years and said that she
had never been able to get an intelligent sentence or response
from him. After I had finished playing the children marched
out of the room. On the way out the boy stopped and touched me
on the arm and said, "I like your music." The look of bland
nothingness had left his little face and he was a new boy. By
this I do not mean that his difficulty was cured, but something,
in this a case a piano selection, had prevented a further delay
in the action of his brain. It was a turning point and with
further aid I hold that the child might have been given a
worthy place in society. This case to me is a further proof
of the prophylactic power of music.
From the hospitals for the insane let us move on to the
correctional institutions and see if music has a place there.
Music has a place in correctional institutions if it
acts as a stimulant of constructive and socializing energies
in a program which in its entirety makes for physical, mental,
and moral regeneration.
Musical activities are not intended to constitute a
merely diversional pastime for men, women, and children se«*re-
rrated by the civil authorities on account of their delinquent
or criminal conduct, but they are bestowed on these socially
immature unfortunates as inducements and opportunities to con-
centrate themselves upon the task of expressing the better

self along lines of aesthetic discipline and harmonious
teamwork, thus enabling the anti-social and subnormal to rise
in actual conduct to a higher level of self-expression and
social behavior.
Appealing to the fundamental emotions, the corresponding
aesthetic nuance could always be reached. The technique
developed itself. Thus soul^s found self-expression, and
many a soul was reached. To have been able to express the
unexpressed and repressed, their innermost good and decent
self, made them happy, also the fact that they had done it
themselves
.
In a stated prison, we found men giving self-expression
in music in chorus and orchestral groups. The men had been
given the impetus for better living, which in other words was
a preventive from worse living, through the medium of music.
The Woman' s Reformatory nearb;/ gave proof of misspent
recreational periods. By our efforts through the medium of
music we were able to see the women becoming not angels, but
women who were having thoughts for others. This was revealed
by the attention <£iven and the desire for the times of music
and also the change in their personal appearances. These
changes did not come all at once, but we hold that the moment
the thought was aroused which led to better ideas, that
moment, music exerted a prophylactic power.
In the daily routine of life our latent powers are only
partly employed. It is in recreation that we seek consciously
and unconsciously to use and live out these unused physical
and psychical notentialities
. The exhilaration which accom-
<
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panies the satisfaction of our recreational desires consti-
tutes at the sane time a temptation, which if not counter-
balanced by sound and serious, unselfish and human, princi-
ples, will enslave its victim and make the excitement an end
in itself, a detriment to the individual.
Recreation is the utilization of our unused powers, the
expression of some of the repressed parts of our ur<re life.
Aesthetics is the search for, contemplation, recognition, and
practice of that which is beautiful. "Beauty -is the outward
expression of inward perfection." Artistic or aesthetic activi-
ties aim to attain the perfect, to reach for the highest in pro-
portions, in order in law. He who strives to express himself
aesthetically strives for the best for harmony, for unity.
Religion is the outward expression of our inner craving for God,
who is perfect. Mow, when aesthetics are utilized to give out-
ward expression to our inner craving for religious perfection,
there is then a holy alliance functioning in us, which is found
to bless us with all the power which the Creator has planned for us.
Ethics is the seience of conduct, of human behavior, the
maintenance of ideal re 4£.tions hips, the perfect adjustment of our-
selves to our environment. What now is our duty in life? To
bring about this ideal relationship, this -perfect adjustment.
Now the very same principles on which aesthetics and religious
desires are based, the longing of the soul for God and beauty,
govern our moral or ethical urgings in our thirst for the ulti-
mate good.
In the hymn, the folk-song, and the relevant type of art
song, the unity of religious aesthetic desires is effected and
realized and directly expressed.
1
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music as an end, aims simply to satisf;/ certain cravings,
differing with the individual, for aesthetic or sensory satis-
faction. The cultural level of the individual will decide the
type of melodic sound needed, whether more refined or more con-
non. The direct influence of music ceases with the dying out of
the last tone sensation produced in the human ear. The immediate
effect is a r"ixed physical and psychical reaction of the stimu-
lated individual. Music then, is a stimulant inciting by various
internal organic function, and sdded to this emotional and mental
reactions in the sphere of consciousness, whltPh rf^even result in
a happy readjustmert of the individual to his environment
.
Once more music stimulates to action. How the individual
will react all depends on the mental trend the music awakens. And
this is the strategic point where the temporary, direct effect of
music is dove-tailed into the lasting indirect effect, the eme-
tional mood calling into light a chain of associated mental
pictures with their desires and impulses toward action.
The wonderful power of music, however, is that it may
stimulate a person to feel, and think about, and act uoon, a
certain thing which it is necessary and good and beautiful for him
to do for himself, anc, that is why music is an essential in a
training course designed to develop self-mastery and perseverance
in the weals of will.
1'usic causes mental action, of which a oart is increased
feeling, and another, more vivid thinking. (1)
Kusic is a bold interpretation of the universe in all
its wondrous aspects through the medium of sound.
(1) "Music in Correctional Institutions" Van De Wall.
c
The immense importance of the beautiful arts, music
especially, is vested in their power of giving the unbalanced
pathological individual an outlet in the fom of mental and
physical occupations and forms of self-expression for soi.e of
tiiis over-supply of emotional energy.
I usic makes for direct and continued concentration of
attention, and for .socialized self-restraint and socialized
self-expression by reducing or incr* a sin.-' the functioning of
the personality to the level of socialized good conduct,
causing, by frequent repetition, the habit to accomplish this.
i.usic idealizes: and musical activities, even with the
roughest crowd, jxake up the last vestige of idealism left.
The teacher's principal task is the utilization of the
close, sympathetic, personal contact, est ablished through
joint singing and playing for the sake of bringing the pupil
so far that he extends his now acquired habit of co-operating
to the field of music ethically; that is, with order, precision,
proportion, and symmetry, satisfying the sense of well-beinr:
also, into the field of utilitarian activities such as farm-
ing, se.vinf, scrubbing, thinki <», talking, planning, doing, etc -
In other words, he becomes accustomed to applying the
standarcs learned for use in music to the thousand and^pne odd
jobs and adjustments which form not only the dailj , but the
total active life, and f&ake this an unbrox-cen chain of aesthetic
habits.
i usic, with is ri?id tempi, its momentous attacks on
outbursts all regulnted to the dot, its stirring rhythms,
makf-s up those dormant energies, ana many a "flabby" personality
suodenly casts off his later acquired line of least-resistance

slippers to step once more in the boots of firm decision and
march ahead in the crowd with full energy.
The ^pworth School for fiirls in Saint Louis, Idssouri,
has an its records living examples of rirls who have "become
accustomed tc apply the standards learned for use in music to
the thousand and one odd jobs and adjustments which form not
only the daily, but the total active life and make this an
unbroken chain of aesthetic habits." llany of the girls sent
there have had little or no attention and so have formed shift-
less habits of action and indecision in all acts. They are
given chances in every possible way to better their personal
life—mentally, morally, physically, and spiritually, i.usic
is one of the avenues used for this betterment. One girl, who
was seemingly incorrigible was asked if she would like to study
music. Her answer was an absolute change of attitude towards
the necessary rules and regulations and the ultimate finding of
herself, iaisic had created a desirt for expression within
this girl and she did not know how to use her energies and give
it expression until she found it is music.
A misspent life was here prevented.
This shows, then, that, music can start off and restart new
and old habits of an inspiring and happiness-bringing nature,
whether it is in the domain of emotion, thought, or action, and
that it deserves the full attention of those who vjant to mat-ce it
part of a general system of correctional personality reconstruction
in a reformatory worthy to bear that name
.
.Tile visiting one of the United States Federal prisons,
j
I had the opportunity of proving Mr* Van De Wall's statement that
"Music has a place in correctional institutions if it acts as
cc
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a stimulant of constructive and socializing energies in a program
which in its entirety makes for physical, mental, and moral re-
generation." The warden was taking us through the place, explain-
ing different things and the reasons for them. After much walk-
ing we came to avery long corridor of cells from which the doors
had oeen removed. Mf were greatly surprised and expressed our
surprise by questioning him. He replied by savin? that the
men who had these cells were trusted. He went further and told
us how it all came about. A lonely, but extremely talented and
well-trained violinist had been placed under Ids charge by a
life sentence. Because of his lonesoi :eness he was rebellious and
did first one thing and then another to break the warden and his
rules. A plot was formed and a great fire was the culmination
almost
in which many men/lost their lives. The instigator of the
plot was finally located and his story of lonesomeness bold
and his longing for his violin which had been taken from him when
he entered the prison. The warden, being a big-hearted man, gave
the man his violin and sent him to his cell for solitary con-
finement for a period of time. The man rejoiced over tiis violin
and started playing and so forgot all evil.
In the other cells nearby the men listened and wondered,
then started thinking clean thoughts for the music was truly great.
After a time, the warden began to feel a difference in the
attitude of the men near the violinist . He talked with them one
by one, and won their respect and asked them to help the lone-
some violinist. The men were won and so were the open cells after
the different experiments.
c
To me, thus far in the story, we have a worthwhile stimu-
lant of constructive socializing energies. From the many wards
other musicians were found and an excellent orchestra, now is
an active force in the mental and moral regeneration of that
great mass of unfortunate men.
"Music is a sensory stimulant to which most of the human
and some of the animal species react by releasing at once,
various forms of latent ohysical and mental energy in internal
and external activity, or by intensifying some of the forces
which are already functioning.
That fact that music is the art par-excellence, having a
message of relief and happiness in store for the least among
us, elevates it far above all other arts, makes it the most
humane, most therapeutic o'f all the daughters of Apollo.
Scientifically speaking, the practice of music as one of
the most widely appealing fine arts, sublimating and exploiting
the creative instincts and energies, is a mighty factor in the
prevention of emotional disturbances and stabilization of emo-
tional currents, awakening intellectual hungers, —if used with
discrimination.
Vfhat happens is really that besides stimulating the physique,
music influences the psychic by suggesting, awakening and reinforcing
moods, longings and desires, increasing the thinking, and finally,
the acting capacity by introducing trains of thought leading
from the enjoyment of music to preference for other expressions
of the beautiful; majoring in thought and action.
Music influences and causes inspiration for lofty feelings,
benefic&ent thoughts which lead to rational desires, splendid
deeds, good habits, fine character, and finally,

efficient and happy personalities, especially in the character-
formative age. It acts, often, as a veritable psychical lever
by lifting buried thought constellations, with their effects
and connected energy springs, out into consciousness, causing
entire new streaias of feelings, tnou^i.ts, and often action." (1)
Thereapy is every detail of treatment which stiraulttes the
natural tendencies toward cure and intensifies and modifies
the physiological and psychological functions of the individual
to such an extent that his feeling tone improves ana concen-
tration and a more wholesome display of energy take the place
of listlessness—this regardless of whether the treatment takes
the form of surgery, internal medicine, a bathing technique,
a diet, a class in basket-making, the singing of songs, the
listening to a band, the tossing of a ball, standing on one's
head, or telling or laufhing at a joke. Each of these in its
own way constitutes a therapy, because all help in varying de-
grees to turn a norbid man into a happy one, a sufferer into
a pleasantly affected rran. a bore into a social asset, a
strongly pathological into a less pathological type. All these
details are therapies, provided they are not regarded as self-
sufficient, but as assistants to the innate tendency toward
cure, the natural curative factors, without which all man-invented
therapies are helpless. The preventive power is that which
causes the discontinuation of that which needs the stimulant.
Ledicines are the science and the practical art relating
to the prevention, treatment, and cure of diseases.
The activating of reconstructive energies within man is
one of its great goals, and if there is an external stimulant
(1) "llusic as a Means of Discipline" Van de Wall (leaflet)
<
which arouses the enotions and thereby the desire and potency
to live, function, get busy, and be happy, it is music.
"Music's moral and mental therapeutic power lies in its
gift for turning one from the unfriendly, sullen and resistive
frame of mind, which is a prerequisite for the morally and
mentally efficient and cooperative citizen." (1) Its prophylact
power is the preventing the continuance of the unfriendly, sullen
and resistive mental attitude toward the friendly, bj the intro-
duction of the desire and the ability to want the desire for the
best possible within the person.
Van de Jail (leaflet;
(1) "The Utilization of Music in Prisons and Mental Hospitals"
c(
CHAPTER IV.
THE PRESENT AND FUTURE POSSIBILITIES OF MUSIC
In order truly to evaluate a thing one needs must find
its use and so find its worthwhileness . ,/e have talked of
music theoretically and in some instances of its prophylactic
power. Let us fro a bit beyond where we have been and note its
use in present day life, then look toward the horizon for its
future possibilities.
From the subject of this chapter, a present position of
music must needs be given. To the person who exists for
pleasure alone, music may be said to be wholly a source of
pleasure or that which gives temporary satisfaction, unlading
this present use of music to take in recreation, we find that
we have added a more lasting quality, for recreation means the
act of making new. Judging from this definition, much of the
so-called recreation of the present day is merely pleasure and
not recreation or else it is harmful recreation.
A man may. from a bit of clay, form a thin?* of beauty, but
a child may take the thing of beauty and recreate the bit of
clay into an unsightly form. Yet, this is recreation and so
music in all its power has the chance of being created into
the unsightly form.
"A strange delusion arose in Germany which took possession
of the minds of men, and, in spite of the divinity of our nature,
hurried away body and soul into the magic circle of hellish sup-
erstition. It was a convulsion which in the most extraordinary
manner infuriated the human frame, and excited the astonishment
of contemporaries for ,iore than two centuries, since which time
it has never reappeared.
c(
Entire communities of people would ioin hands, dance, leap,
scream, and shake for hours, until they dropped exhausted. As
they passed by on their wild career, others would leave their
work and follow the mad example as if it were a contagious
malady. Lusic appeared to be the sole means of combating this
strange epidemic. In some regions, indeed, it was ordered by
the public authorities to be played to those afflicted creatures.
Lively, shrill tunes p. ayed on trumpets and fifes, excited the
dancers; soft, calm harmonies, graduated from fast, to slow and
from hie:h to low, proved efficacious for their cure." (1)
"Undisciplined indulgence in emotion is accompanied by
harmful physical effects—fainting fits, stupor, abnormal
action of the heart, blood vessels, elands, and other organs.
All these effects have been proved to bring about, in time,
diseased conditions of brain and body. Certain musical com-
positions undoubtedly encourage a harmful excess of emotion
which is injurious to the body. Lusic which evokes the normal
expansive emotions makes for health and happiness. Great lit-
erature and great music, which stand the test of time, are
never of the type that oroduce fear, anxiety, depression, or
selfish excitement, with their accompanying unhealthy physical
manifestations. Such conditions reveal the close association of
body and mind."
If "that music which evokes the normal expansive emotions
makes for health and happiness" and such music is possible in the
present day, why is not this music truly of recreational value?
Surely if there is music in the present day which makes for
"Kusic, Health, and Character" —from "The epidemic of the I iddle
Ages" — Hecker. Periodical.
1 c
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happiness, and there is such music, then health and happiness
lie at our door waiting to be received through this powerful
medium—music
.
That music which makes for health can be none other than
that tohich rests the mind or stirs it to action from lethargy
and by so doing is able to create the ri^ht associations between
mind and body. 3y no other possible way may happiness be found
than this way of the healthy mind,—the true way of permanent
satisfaction.
If one is able to p;et this permanent satisfaction through
recreation in music alone, one must have more than the desire.
Inasmuch as the craving to enjoy the beautiful is nothing
else than the longing to experience that which is perfect, the
presentation of the perfect, the beautiful, in the form of sound,
called music, permits the personality of the young child to make
the desire for the beautiful and perfect a part of his habitual
trends and individual characteristics. At the same time, it is a
heavenly star .guiding his emotions upward in the direction of the
sublime,—what he badly needs, when later on in life he will have
to make emotional adjustments caused by physical stimuli, which
can be of a beneficial type only if he is already accustomed to
seek for the highest in emotional experience along aesthetic lines.
The ability to seek for the highest in emotional experience
alonf aesthetic lines implies an earlier preparation. This, for
lack of a better word, we will call culture, for without a know-
ledge of now to obtain true recreation through music, 1 doubt
whether it can be obtained.
c(
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And what will this knowledge of music involve? The study
of the history of music, the study of the forms of music, and
the study of the lives of the best musicians. The study of the
history of music helps one to know the nrocess whereby the present
day music came about. The study of the forms of music gives us
an insight into the analysis of the compositions. This aids
us in listening intelligently to the composition. In the study
of the lives of the musicians we are better able to understand
the music for the music of the man is the reflection of the life
and day in which the man lived.
This study of music is known as music appreciation. Its
present study is very needful and the possibilities of its future
rest in our use of the present.
"In respect to its uplifting oower, music does not differ
from other arts: indeed, anything that lifts us into at-one-ment
with cur diviner selves tends to destroy the idea that pain and
disease are fixed conditions of human life and opens the way for
a freer movement of those forces which every work toward health
and harmony . A smile on the face of a friend, an absorbing oc-
cupation, or a fine painting will produce mental and spiritual
elevation, but music, with its infinite variety of chord connection,
its suggestive modulations, its rhythmical flexibility, tone col-
loring, and emotional pictures, its melodies and movements in
minor and i'iajor, penetrates every nook and cranny of our being.
It thrills every cell, and, touching the springs of the soul,
frees it from fleshly bondage to wed it with the spirit of peace
eternal." This is music at its best.
'l) "The Key-note in Musical Therapeutics" — Stratton.
(
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Music's present prophylactic uses re have discussed,
fhat of its future?
Music, if the right kind, is e forcible agent in handling
disease, not merely nervous ailments, but deeo^r troubles.
Music has a voice, and when the body assumes the confused con-
ditions of mind and surroundings, music, if s^lectod md rooiied
intelligently, can be used to adjust the atoms of the body to
harmony.
Fvery atom in iron is made active by the blacksmith's strokes.
Fife and drum lift heavy, weary feet from the earth in pursuit
an
of many/ a.enlevement lost without it. Old violins are said to
be more valuable if the t >uch of a 'hand, supremely attuned to a
gifted soul has touched them.
This is not all. £ preventive is often salvation from
sickness, and many, yes, thousand^ of people in moderate and
lowly circumstances are hungry for music, and have few ola.ces
to find it save at expensive concerts, theatres, or places of
low renov.n.
If some higher agency of adjustment to higher lav be
brought to bear, end of all things, I believe the conditions
which will not resoond to drugs which are only oacified for e
time by opiates, would find their greatest help in music. The
missing help rill yet be found in music, and, contrary to the ord-
inary kind, it must be the most perfect and harmonious ttu t
the vibrations may be at one rith the unseen forces working
from cause to effect.
Vh? tever influences mental states, affects without fail
the correlative bodily machinery; despair carries with it bodily
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depression, while feelings of aspiration are unfailingly accom-
panied by a quickening of bodily functions.
"As the most violent passions of the mind produce the most
apparent alterations on the body, let us briefly touch uoon such
of them as have been knovn to be allayed by music: these, then,
are anger, grief, excessive joy, enthusiasm in religion or love,
the panic of fear, and such like.
Most of the ancients agreed anger to be a perfect madness,
though of short duration. There is no orgrn in the whole body but
is affected by the determination of the blood and spirits at that
time toward them.
Lord Be con in his "Sylva Sylvarum" says— "Seeing then the mind,
is so powerful an agent in particul; r diseases, there is no
reason why the efficacy of music should not be tried in many
disorders which arise in the animal constitution, from an undue
balance of the mentel affections, for music composes the irregular
motion of the animal spirits; and more especially allays the
inordinate passion of grief and sorrow. • " (l)
Tnat music has a distinctly soothing, and durative effect
upon the body, both through the influence of the mind, and, more
directly through its immediate effect uoon the nerves themselves
is established by abundant evidence.
Such being the acknowledged therapeutic value of music,
it seems strange that it should not be more gnerally utilize,
in a larger, more constant and scientific way, for the arrangement
of pain, and as a real remedial agent in sickness. Its effect
is not entirely upon the mind, though its psychic influence is
groat, and of legitimate and unquestioned value. Music also
acts directly upon the nerves, upon the brain, upon the cir-
(1)
"Therapeutics"
__n , ,

culation. The impact of harr.ionious musical tones upon the
nerves might be likened to a delicate and subtle neurotic massage.
The vital forces are actually quickened and sustained by this
fine percussion and attrition of musical sounds, as by the coarser
pounding ana rubbing of the masseur.
In proof of this, note the quickness of the pulse and
improved color of a oatient, especially a convalescent, while
under the influence of agreeable music. The tone of the entire
physical system is perceptibly heightened.
Three-fourths of the sick are capable of being positively
helped by music, and nerhaps the remaining fourtn might find in
it that diversion, that relief from nervous tension, which is so
grateful in pain or in brooding convalescence.
,,'e have been speaking of the recreational, cultural, and
somewhat of the therapeutic value of music in the. present uay,
but what can we say of the prophylactic power of music in the
future. Only this, that since that which influences mental
states, affects without fail the correlative bodily machinery,
therefore, the music of the future must be such as to prevent
any mental activities which mifht cause disturbances in the
physical activities.
"There is no doubt of the effects of music on the sick. It
is not only a potent distraction which moves the heart, but an
energetic modifier of the organism on which it acts oy the outer-
mediary of the nervous system.
Lusic calms physical pain and assuages mental oain: it dulls
the sufferings of those who have been vanquished or wounded in
the strife of life; it dissipates that weariness which is akin to
disease. Music affects the nervous system, and secondarily the

heart, then the circulation, the pace of which it modifies either
by accelerating or retarding it—making it regular or irregular,
according to the rhythm, the tone, or the mood. This organic
action of music displays itself in persons whose, blood is not
rich enourh to impose silence on the nerves. The most robust
peasant, the hardiest mariner, the railroad employee, all are
strengthened for their work by the rhythms of popular sonp%
Marshall ^iaxe observed that soldiers on their narch were less
wearied when music was played than when strict silence was kept."
If an army is less wearied when on march with an accompani-
ment of music, what is this but a oreserving relief Drought to
a convalescent other than a preserving of other inborn powers of
resistance? The mental sufferer who is brought out of his slow
decay and started on his way to partial, if not total recovery,
is not this a form of recreation, a prevention of living death?
The man, woman, or child in the correctional institution, is
seeing new ways of living, and thus preventing a further use of
the old and harmful ways, is not this a result of music and
sighted herein? Yes! And as it is now, and as it may be more
perfectly used, rests with us -nu our desire to aid hur.tanity.
In conclusion, we hold that we have proved our premises,
—
that the prophylactic powers of music are resultant in the "proper
purgation of the emotions, mind and body." This, in the case
of the emotions is brought about by the elinination of fear and
the wholesome effect of oity. In tne case of the mind,—the
awakening of j.ental faculties to their rightful place, and the
overcoming of inharmonious relations. In the oody,—the renewal
of old powers and the finding of new and rreattr potentialities
through the elevation of the emotions anu the mind.
(1) "l'usic and Health" article.
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